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UNHCR Operations in Greece
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Supply Chain Operations in Jordan
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Greece – Phase 1&2
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Operational Environment

- Major operational changes, per month
- Jan: Island arrivals (4-8,000 a day)
- Feb: Est. 20,000 relocation places
- Mar: Border closure (50,000+ ‘stuck’)
- Apr: General CRI distribution to 40+ sites
- May-Jun: Pre-registration exercise
- Jun: Closure of Idomeni & Consolidation
- Jul: UNHCR taking over several camps
- Aug-Sep: Changing 3PL
- Sep: ...
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Greece – Phase 3&4

8 August
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Pre-Registration

Challenges

- ‘Chasing the moving bullet’
- Uncertainty ... Quality of planning
- High degree of ‘Direct Implementation’
- Environment & context (Greece & EU)
- Growth of staff structure & offices (11)
- Market; Capital control ... Strikes
- Who & How are decisions made?
Thank you!
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